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Introduction

• Clostridium difficile typically causes nosocomial infections; however, there have 

been increasing reports of community-acquired C. difficile infection (CA-CDI).

• The finding of similar strains in humans and animals, as well as retail meat, has 

raised concern that C. difficile is a potential foodborne pathogen. 

• We found that there was not a significance difference in the prevalence of C. 

difficile in wastewater from humans who worked with swine versus humans who 

did not work with swine

• Interestingly, the majority of strains isolated from both human wastewater and 

swine fecal samples were classified as toxinotype V, North American Pulsed-

field type 7 (NAP7). 

• PFGE may not be the best suited typing method for C. difficile

• PFGE primarily used in U.S. and ribotyping primarily used in Europe, making 

comparisons between studies difficult.

• Little data available concerning antimicrobial resistance (AMR) mechanisms for 

C. difficile

• Understanding AMR important with increasing reports of MZ resistance

• Next generation sequencing (NGS) may provide a more discriminatory method 

to differentiate between strains and will also provide evolutionary information 

about the strains.

• NGS may also provide insight into AMR mechanisms, in particular with MZ 

Objectives
• The objectives of this study:

• Use next generation sequencing to compare a set of toxinotype V isolates from an 

integrated population of humans and swine by identifying single nucleotide 

polymorphisms (SNPs) that differentiate between the isolates.

• Identify potential antimicrobial resistance genes and/or mutations and compare with 

phenotypic antimicrobial susceptibility profiles

Methods

• Strain collection of 522 isolates from a closed population of humans and swine

• Swine fecal and influent

• Human wastewater from manholes

• Strains well phenotypically and genotypically characterized

• Antimicrobial susceptibility testing

• E-test for 11 antimicrobials

• PCR

• tcdA/tcdB/cdt

• Toxinotyping

• PFGE

• Ribotyping/MLVA

• small subset

• Whole genome sequencing of 96 human and 96 swine toxinotype V strains

• Nextera HT Kit to create libraries

• Multiplex 32 strains

• Illumina MiSeq Sequencing Platform

• Geneious Pro used for assembling, alignment, annotation

• Identification of SNPs 

• Identification of antimicrobial resistance genes

• The Comprehensive Antibiotic Resistance Database

• McArthur et al.,  2013

• ResFinder

• Zankari et al., 2012

• Comparison to phenotypic 

Results
• 64 C. difficile isolates sequenced

• 36 swine / 28 human

• 32 sequences assembled and aligned to C. difficile reference strain 630

• All MZ resistant

• All XL, PTc, VA susceptible

• Preliminary analysis of antimicrobial resistance genes

• tetM

• ermB

Table 1.  Antimicrobial susceptibility profiles of 32 C. difficile isolates sequenced and presence of tetM

and ermB genes.

Discussion

Future Work
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Table 2.  Genetic profile of 32 C. difficile 

isolates sequenced. 

• Tetracycline resistance is not associated with the tetM gene in the 32 isolates 

sequenced

• Clindamycin resistance is not associated with the ermB gene in the 32 isolates 

sequenced

cfr gene not present in any isolates

mutations in gyrA and gyrB

resistance to erythromycin

• No association between tetM and ermB gene

Spigaglia et al. (2007) found tetM and ermB in 27/100 isolates

• Have identified several SNP variations between human and swine strains that 

require further investigation

• Continue assembly and alignment of human and swine isolates to look for SNPs

• Sequence more strains

• More diverse MDR profiles

• Further investigate MZ resistance – genes, mutations, expression

• Compare SNPs between different toxinotypes  and pulsed-field types

Comparison of a SNP variation between a human and 

swine isolate (swine isolate ends in :6 and human isolate 

ends in :15)


